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DATE TIME DURATION PROGRAM
NAME

ISSUE10

10/1 to 12/31 6AM-12AM :30 Sec Waco 
Crimestoppers

Ran PSA tips for cash to get crimials off the streets 

10/1 to 11/6 6A-12A :30 SEC PSA PSA get the vote out 10

10/05/21 11:30:00 AM 5min Jaime interview with Dr Neumann concerning Covid

10/13/21 11:30:00 AM 5min Jaime Interview with Dr Sosa concerning Covid 19

10/19/21 01:00:00 PM 5 min  Jaime Interview with Belen Ruiz providing information on 
purchasing a home 10

10/21/21 to 12/31/21 6am-MID :30 sec House PSA
(Vision Loss 
Prevention) 

This is a spot where a few people talk about vision 
loss and different ways to lose vision. Warning our 
customers to get there eyes checked to see if they have 
any of these illnesses. 

11/10/21 05:00:00 PM :10 mins Gavilan ran interview with luigi perdomo regarding DACA 
and legal rights regarding the Covid Pademic 

11/17/21 11:30:00 AM 5 mins Interview Interview with Dr Sosa regarding covid 19

11/23/21 6A-Mid :30 sec 6am-12am Ran PSA informing audience about free covid 19 
testing



11/30/21 50 6A-Mid :30 sec Texas Assoc. of 
Broadcasters 
(TXDOT Impaired 
Driving) 

This is a spot letting our listeners understand that it is 
always not good to drink and drive and to be cautious !

11/30/21 6A-Mid :30 sec House PSA Ran PSA asking for donations for a toy drive  

10/01/21 to 12/15/21 6A-Mid :30 House PSA (PRE 
DIABETES)

This a spot where it warns our listeners about 
symptoms of having pre diabetes and what causes it. 

10/1/21 to 12/15/21 6A-Mid :30 sec House PSA 
(Presion Alta) 

This is a spot that helps our listeners understand 
symptoms on high blood pressure.

11/30/21 to 12/31/21 6am-7pm :30 Sec House PSA 
(Feeding Waco 
Hope) 

Ran PSA for from event that provided free groceries to 
families in need 

11/1/21 to 12/31/21 6am-12am :30 Sec House PSA 
(Family Abuse 
Center) 

Ran PSAs to promote the Fammily abuse Center 
services

11/1/21 to 12/31/21 6am-12am :30 Sec House PSA 
(Aggressive 
Driving)

This is a spot asking our listeners to be less aggressive 
while driving, since it is dangerous for every one else 
around them. 

12/4/21 to 12/31/21 6am-12am :30 Sec House PSA 
(Pedestrian Safety) 

This is a spot asking our listeners to please always pay 
attention to the road and, to keep an eye out on 
pedestrians walking across the street. So, no texting 
and drivin

12/16/21 11am live live Interview DR Neuman covering Covid19 




